
TURF NEWS
How Synthetic Grass Testing Works

Watersavers Turf, the premier artificial grass supplier in Northern CA, offers more than 60 types of synthetic turf. 
We know that each one is safe for your home, customers, or team because our synthetic grass goes through rigorous
testing done by renowned labs throughout the world. We have certifications that show how our turf meets the
toughest standards. 

We test each product in many ways:

• Lead-free
• Fire risk
• UV resistance
• FIFA-standards

Never rely just on the word of a supplier. Do your homework. Ask questions. When you do, we know you will
select Watersavers Turf products.

Artificial Grass from Watersavers Turf is Lead-Free Certified

For starters, grass from Watersavers Turf is lead-free certified. This is one of the key tests because lead can cause
serious health problems. Repeated testing proves that artificial grass from Watersavers Turf is lead-free certified.
With each square foot you buy, artificial grass from Watersavers Turf is lead-free certified by the world's leading
labs.

A national agency also tested these products – for seven years. Their conclusion? Faux turf is "OK to install, OK
to play on." You always know that every product is completely lead-free.

Our Products are Certified

Testing is one thing. Giving results to customers is another. Our products are certified by top labs. They run tests
that are tougher than real-world conditions before our products are certified. Then when products are certified, we
gladly provide proof to every customer who asks.
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Look at who does our testing and certification:

• TraceAnalysis Inc. in Lubbock, Texas, tests for lead.
• TSI in Dalton, Ga., looks for fire risks
• Labosport in France tests for durability and UV resistance.

Crumb rubber, which many suppliers use as infill, is not tested. However, we never use crumb rubber with our 60-
plus products.

Our Fake Sod Meets FIFA Standards

Few groups care more about playing surface quality than FIFA. Our fake sod meets FIFA standards. We even use
the same French lab as the world soccer group, so our fake sod meets FIFA standards. Your kids or school team
can play like the pros. Choose the best, because our fake sod meets FIFA standards.

Our Artificial Grass Won't Burn

You may ask can its fibers catch on fire? Our artificial grass won't burn. Not even when exposed to high heat or
open flames. How do we know our artificial grass won't burn? TSI Dalton does two kinds of tests to prove our
artificial grass won't burn.

• They test how thick the smoke is during a fire. All of our tests come in well below 450, which is the
industry standard.

• They also find how much heat it gives off when exposed to a flame or other fire source. Once again, our 
products always come in well below what is considered safe.

Fake Turf Doesn’t Fade

Buyers want fake turf to look like the real thing. Real grass may have other problems, but it doesn't fade. Some
other brands do, but our fake turf doesn't fade. We add UV resistance to the fiber. This ensures that fake turf doesn't
fade. Count on the natural green color to last for 20 years or more. You can be confident that fake turf doesn't fade.

Benefits of Artificial Grass

People across the nation have found uses for our products, but they need experts to install it for them. We offer
free classes to teach contractors. Want to learn more? Check out our class schedule. Not a contractor and want to
find out how to do it yourself? Visit our “DIY artificial grass installation” web page. Do you want to find a pro
installer to do it instead? We can refer you to one when you buy from us.

It helps to see and feel each option before making a choice. With that in mind, we offer free large 1’ x 1’ samples
to help you choose which one is right for your needs. Pick yours up at one of our SF Bay Area locations. We’ll
ship to them to anywhere in the Continental United States. If you’re a contractor, shipping is free.

For a free estimate visit us online or call 844-974-8873 toll-free. You can follow us on Facebook for more newslet-
ters or download them on our website. You also will enjoy our blogs for information regarding the latest trends
and news in the world of artificial grass. 
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